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Iunjaws’ Carnival of Carnage: King 
Ulthreds’ Dwarven Holds VS Nemeroths’ 
Dread Elves 

 

 

Figure 1-The Generals 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

To celebrate Warboss Iunjaws’ ascension a few of da lads have each put a brain cell together to form 

some sort of plan. Da Boss will be expecting something special for his annual revelry. 

So, Da Red Grot and his spider crew is to go on a booze-cruise to the local stunty brewery. And 

Muttznuttz and his Puppz have gone off in search of some entertainment. 

Things couldn’t have gone better. As luck would have it, the Red Grot succeeded in his mission and 

has wrangled a fresh delivery of Grizzly Badger XXX. Not only that, but understandably the vexed 

Dwarven congregation that guarded it have given chase! 

Furthermore, Muttznuttz and his Puppz have found a quarry worthy of some entertainment. A Dread 

Elf slaving party just washed ashore! Headed up by none other the deviant and cruel Nemeroth! 

Doing what wolfies do, Muttznuttz leads his gang, and indeed the spiky elves a merry dance all the 

way to ‘Da Den’: Warboss Iunjaws’ previous camp that had a sewerage problem forcing the tribe to 

abandon it on account of the Da Drops overflowing (drowning a bunch of gobbos and ruining Da 

Shroom-Fields in the process). 

‘Avast and lo, a stash of Grizzly Badger XXX’. The spiky elves can’t believe their luck. ‘But lo, yonder. 

What be this? An angry tide of beardy midgets, their eyes so too set uponst this heavenly foamy 

stash. Slaves and beer? Oh happy days.’ 

Da Red Grots’ Crawlers and Muttznutts Pupz all but vanished to the peripheries of the den, leaving 

the two faction staring each other down across a very smelly field. Iunjaw steps out from underneath 

his hidden viewing platform to survey the stage. ‘Let the festivities commence! I eat da winner!’ 

 

For the lists see hear: 
Taste. Smell. Touch. Vest. Pantaloons. It was 4000pts a piece. Ok so I don’t have the lists. Use your 

imaginations. 

 

Pre-Game Pre-Amble: 
 I set the table up with a mind to use as much orcy stuff as possible for, Da Den. 

For the obligatory pieces I chose a building-Da Orc Lobba-Tower, a hill and a forest. For the random 

bits I picked a swamp water feature-Da Drops, a field-Da Fungi Field and another Orcy building-Da 

Forge. Then I randomized where everything went as per usual. 
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Figure 2. Battlefield Scenery-Da Den I 

Version:  
IX Age – 1.2.1 

 

Battle Type:  
We rolled up Pitch battle.  

 

Magic: 
Dread Elves took The Path of Alchemy-Quicksilver Lash (QSL-Hex, The target suffers D3+1 hits with 

Metalshifting) and Glory of Gold (GoG-Augment, The target gains Magical Attacks, Flaming Attacks, 

and Armour Piercing (+1).) 

Dwarven Holds took Rune of Gleaming (re-roll LD?), Rune of Metal (re-roll AS) and Rune of Resilience 

(RoR/ Rune of rerolling!-reroll to wound). 
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Figure 3-Battlefield Scenery-Da Den II 

 

Secondary Objective: 
Break though. Get into your opponents deployment zone with a scoring unit to bag big bonus points. 
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Deployment: 

 

Figure 4. Deployment. 

After roll off the Dread Elves chose the left, Ulthred was on the right. Ulthred to make a deployment 

drop first. 

After a couple of tentative drops Ulthred just chucked everything down once he realised where the 

bulk of the Elves were going to go. He set his General and Deep Watch hard up against his left flank, 

essentially using Da Forge to cordon off his line. 

After that the Dread Elves dropped everything else too, as you see above. 

Nemeroths’ Vanguard Dark Rider units crept up on their Left Flank cautiously, weighing up the flying 

beard machine opposite. 
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Figure 5.The Dark Riders Vanguard into no-mans land. 

 

Opening thoughts: 
Going into this, I’m not sure what Nemeroth felt and I have a hint as to what Ulthred felt (what with 

me being neutral and able to talk about these things and the fact that he arrived first). We shared 

the same concerns. I’m not so used to seeing MSUs in action. Maybe my brothers played ogres and 

he’s gone down the line of MSU a mere couple of times, perhaps dabbled with dwarves doing their 

Ranger List thing. But not really in the current version of the rules. I just couldn’t help but feel, man 

theirs quite a few DE units but just nowhere near enough bodies. But what the hell do I know? 

 

I half know what dread elves can do, from the 8thEd. But certainly not from 9th age. A couple of years 

ago I bought and assembled almost two battalions of Dread Elves, built them, undercoated them 

purple then played a couple of games. I had just stared a scratch built hydra project when I got 

distracted and wandered off to do something else, never ever to return again. 

So I guess Ulthred knows a lil’ of their devious ways but nothing up to date or substantial. 

I’m so used to green skins, rats, beasties and undead, long buses of steadfast stuff or big violent 

hordes of hitty things. 

Anyhoo, lets rock. 
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DWARF TURN 1 
Dwarf Movement: 

King Ulthreds’ Throng naturally auto got the first turn and proceeded to leg it towards centre stage, 

their stunted legs carrying them further than most opponents would dare dream. Sprinting 

Dwarves? What’s happening to the world? 

The two units holding the Dwarven right flank formed a sort of arrow head. The Forge Guard 

pointing towards the closest vanguard-ing Dark Riders on the right and the Dwarf Warriors turning 

toward the Lobba Tower and the Witch Elves beating a rather hasty and direct route toward them. 

 

Figure 6. Dwarven Holds on the march. 

Dwarf Magic: 

8-7 with the Dread Elves channelling one of those. 

Rune smith casts Rune of Gleaming, I think on his own unit. Elves let it go. 

Casts Rune of Metal but the elf sorcerous stops it.  

Casts rune of resilience and they stop it. 
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Dwarf Shooting: 

The stone thrower takes aim at the Spearelves, a few die but nowhere many as were hit. Trusty spiky 

shields paying for themselves. 

The copter shoots at one of the Dark Rider units but misses totally, their steeds just too swift to 

trace ‘em. 

The Forge wardens open up on the same unit and roast every single one of ‘em. But the other Dread 

Rider unit passed its panic check. 

 

Figure 7. The Oaf Thrower takes aim on... 

 

Figure 8. ...The Spearelves!... 
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Figure 9. …Spearelves with lucky shields! 

 

Dwarf Combat: 

No combat just yet. But hold tight. Things are already warming up. 
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DREAD ELVES TURN 1 
 

Dread Elves Start of turn: 

Nemeroth japes about having his raptor chariot and knights out of BSB bubble on his right flank, on 

LD 9. ‘A Risk you just gotta take’. He passes both after a couple of nerve jangling rolls and nothing 

untoward or unnecessary occurs. 

 

Figure 10. The Dread Elves’ right flank. What’s the worst that could happen, right? 

Dread Elves Movement: 

The remaining Dark Riders on the Dwarven right flank pass a March Test and zip around the flank of 

the Forge Wardens to shoot some bolts into their broad bearded-bottoms. 

The rest of the Dread Elf battle line advances cautiously, keeping out of easy charge range. 

Nemeroth claims he’s made a mistake with his chariots’ final position. But I think the whole strategy 

was right, don’t just go charging up all aggressive like. He doesn’t know what you can do, you don’t 

know what he can do. So sub consciously I reckon it was good to keep the chariot out of the way 

ready for a second wave of attack. Plus I’m pretty sure it was sheltered from any missile fire and 

charges coming their way. 

The Executioners are a little behind the main line as I believe because they had to go through Da 

Drops, the water feature which can’t be marched through. The Black Guard brush up against the 

Lobba-Tower. Next turn they’ll move through it and presumably take on the warriors arrow heading 

on the other side, busy drinking beer and passing gas with abandon. 
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Figure 11. Dread Elves- Movement. 

Dread Elf Magic: 

6-4 with no one channelling. DE may have some innate ability to channel better or something but 

I’m not sure it played a part. Likewise I think the dwarfs’ natural magic resistance thing was in play 

but it didn’t seem to matter. Most spells were either clearly cast or clearly failed/ dispelled or 

whatever. 

Anyways, the Sorceresses’ Familiar leapt forward and blasted the Dwarf General and his Deep Watch 

with Quick Silver Lash, putting the Attribute on to the warriors facing off against the Witch Elves. But 

the Runesmith stopped it. 

Then the BSB used the Ring of Pyromancey on the Foregwardens and the dwarf smith had to let it 

through. The Fiery Ring of Stuff managed to do a wound, I think Nem got a butt load of hits out of it 

but most failed to wound and one was warded. Yeah, 5 hits. I just realised, perhaps, that that was a 

flamey attack thing and the Foregeguys should have had a better ward for being Fireborn or what 

have you. Hey ho. In my opinion all dwarves should have flammable due to their beards. 
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Figure 12. The Sorceress’ Familiar leaps out to cause mischief. 

 

Dread Elf Shooting: 

The Dark Riders open up on the rear or flank of the Forge wardens and put a couple of wounds 

through which don’t get saved or warded by the beardy fucks’ formidable protection. 

Then both bolt throwers released on the same target taking down a couple more. I think there were 

quite a few wounds but that damn 6++ ward saved a bunch. 

The Elven BSB whips out his cross bow and takes a couple of sneaky pot shots at the same target. 

We have a bit of conflab and concur, concentrating fire is probably best way to go in this case. One 

wound got warded, sigh. But one went through. 

 

Dread Elves Combat:  

No combat. 
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DWARF TURN 2 
 

Dwarf Movement: 

The Deep Watch and Ulthred charge the Raptor knights. The knights opt to take the charge, 

apparently they’re still quite tanky on the receiving end. However, the dwarf charge fails by an inch! 

He didn’t need a lot, like a 7 or something.  

Check photo but I’m sure that if the Watch made it and the knights held it would have opened up 

their flank to counter charge, probably to or by the Executioners; bad times. But then I suppose he’s 

got the oath stone so doesn’t care? If anything it’ll be a trap to get the Dread Elf counter chargers 

flanked by the Smiths’ Warriors. I don’t know that for certain though. 

I think everyone else shuffles up and repositions slightly. Check photo. 

 

Figure 13. The Deepwatch fail to charge the Knights. The rest of the Dwarf line prepares for charges. 

 

Dwarf Magic: 

That’s ridiculous: Dwarf magic. Whatever. ‘Dwarven Holds Magic Phase’ sounds slightly less 

unorthodox and idiotic. But still. 
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7 – 6 with no channels on either side. 

The Rune Whacker Casts Rune of Gleaming on his General and Deep Watch on a couple of dice. It 

goes through despite Nemeroth 4 diceing a dispel; he only got 9 somehow, despite it being a bound 

spell and having a wizard level to add. Yeah, so he just need a roll of 7. Dagnamit. 

Then the Smith goes and casts Rune of Resilience (or Rune of Re-rolling) on the same unit but the 

Elven Sorceress stops it. 

Then the Dwarf casts Rune of Metal on the Runesmiths’ own Warrior retinue. I think the Sorceress 

must have been out of power by then because I didn’t note down if she tried to stop it. 

 

Dwarf Shooting: 

Everybody sighs. The Grudge Buster takes a bead on the Spearelves again, hits and does 5 wounds. 

The power in the elves’ lucky shields apparently having faded. 

Now both Nemeroth and I totally forgot that both Dwarf Warrior units had throwing axes. And god 

damn they played a significant part in this chaos. Apparently Ulthred only took them to fill out his 

core. I’m surprised he remembered them at all. He rarely remembers anything… 

So the Rune Smiths’ retinue lob their axes at the Executioners wading across Da Drops. They scored 

3 wounds, now bear in mind this is only a unit of like 12 guys? Luckily he saved two and only one 

elite elf drops. But that could have proved problematic… 

The other unit of warriors nearer the Lobba Tower let fly with their axes at the Witch Elves taking 

down a couple. Leaving like 10? Then the Steamcopter opens up on them poaching a couple more. 

Which I though was quite abysmal on the part of the dwarf pilot. Then the Forge Wardens lit up the 

poor Witch Elves smoting another 3 of the poor wretches. Ow! I thought I had a photos for that to 

show casualties but apparently not. 

 

Dwarf Combat: 

No Combat. Shame. 
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DREAD ELF TURN 2 
 

Dread Elf Start of turn:  

We all share a warm knowing chuckle as the raptor knights and their chariot escort sneak by their 

stupidity test. The Witch Elves uhmmmed and ahhhhh-ed about bothering to restrain their frenzy 

test, then passed it but decide to charge in anyway. 

 

Dread Elf Movement: 

The Witch Elves make it into the Dwarf Warriors by the tower who held, stood and shot with their 

damn throwing axes popping off another 4 fecking witches. 

 

Figure 14. The Witch Elf Champion goes in alone. 

 

The Spearelves rushed the Rune Smiths entourage, taking a wound from reactionary axe juggling 

too. 

The Executioners glide over Da Drops into the Smiths’ Warriors as well, intent on getting their fill of 

the slaughter. 

The Raptor knights made it easily into the Deep Watch. 
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Figure 15. The Raptor knights plough into the Deepwatch 

 

The chariot repositioned in order to support the outcome of that particular combat. 
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s  

Figure 16. The battle lines are joined. 

 

DREAD ELF MAGIC: 

7-5. I don’t think any channels. Ulthred is usually so jammy, whatever factions he’s with he almost 

always channels every magic phase. Not this time however. 

The Sorceress and her naughty little familiar go ahead and blast the copter with Quick Silver Lash. 

The Runesmith had to employ his whole Dispel Pool to stop it. 

Then the duo brought on Glory of Gold onto the Raptor Knights. But check, I’ve noted Ulthred was 

saving and expecting to use his scroll here but I don’t have any outcome noted. So either it didn’t go 

off or the sorceress changed her mind. 

The BSB used his Curry Ring of Flatulence to guff away at the Grudge Thrower, managing to knock 

3W out of the 5 off. I’ve also made a note, ‘can’t do anything’. But not sure what that means. Might 

be about the misfire later. Of course Ulthred hasn’t got any Dispel dice left so had to let it go 

through. 
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Figure 17. Nasty magics wrack the dwarfen artillery. 

 

Dread Elf Shooting: 

The Elf BSB pinged away at the war machine but just couldn’t get any damage through. 

Both bolt throwers line up on the copter and perforate it out of the sky. Happy days. Dwarfs have no 

business flying about polluting our air. It’s dirty. 

 

Dread Elves Combat: 

Oh yeah, so the witch elves got axed to death on the way in to the warriors near the tower. Only the 

Champ Witch Elf made it in alive. I’d only just mentioned to Nemeroth that I still have high hopes for 

this girl despite the decimation of her unit. And yeah she challenged out the dwarf champion, struck 

a couple of wounds on him but he saved both with his formidable beer gut. The dwarf champ swings 
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back but fails to hit. Strange times. The dwarves still won due to ranks and all that crap, so it looks 

like the lone witch elf champ is about to get run down and splatted…But nay! Hold your equine 

counterparts, she sticks on something stupid like a LD4 or 5! Stranger times. 

 

Figure 18. The solo Witch Elf Champ holds up the dwarf right flank. 

The Spearelves jabbing away at the Runesmiths’ chaps wiff a bit rolling a good handful of 1’s to hit. 

Only got one wound through eventually. The Executioners go and rack up 8 wounds but two of those 

are warded away to the ether. 

The Dwarfs finally retaliate at the spears guys but only put a wound through then one on the 

Executioners. The Runesmith himself threw his weight about and actually did a couple of wounds 

but they got armour saved. Lucky Elfy shields again. 

The Dread Elves win by 3 but the stinky dwarfs stick for they are most stinky and sticky. 
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Figure 19. Battle is joined. 
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Figure 20. Dwarf and Elf body parts go flying! 

 

In the Raptor Knight verses the Deep Watch combat, the Elven Lances do 3 wounds quite easily. 

However one is saved somehow and one is warded. So only one went through. Sigh. 

The King swings and pops on a couple of wounds but one is saved, he only has strength 4 

unfortunately. 

The Dwarf BSB goes and manages a wound but that’s also saved, turning the whole atrocious affair 

into a great big pillow fight.  

The raptors did their bit and took down a stunty. 

The Deep Watch swing back only doing 3 wounds and two of them got saved. 

The Dwarves win by 3 and the knights fail their LD and high tail it loads, well out of the way. 

The dwarfs fail their first test to hold pursuit but fall back on their BSB. They twist to counter charge 

the executioners stuck in the Smiths’ warriors essentially leaving their rear or flank open to a chariot 

charge.  
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Figure 21. Pillows at the ready! On my mark!... 
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DWARF TURN 3 
 

Dwarf Movement: 

The Deep Watch and their General charge the Executioners already in combat with the Smiths’ 

Warriors and Spearelves. 

The Forge Wardens swivel to support the dwarf warriors about to get trampled by the Black Guard 

emerging from Da Lobba-Tower. Interestingly, opening their rear or flank up to the Dark Riders 

prowling about behind them. 

The Dwarf Warriors can’t do anything because their champion is still in a challenge with the Witch 

Elf Champion and they are exposing their flank to the emerging Black Guard. They need to see off 

that bitch elf in short order or be trampled. The Forge Wardens aren’t taking any chances with 

heavily armed elves on the march so turned to face. 

 

Dwarf Magic: 

10-6. No channels. Again. 

Rune of Gleaming on the Deep Watch and it’s let through? 

Rune of Metal on the Deep watch…not sure check photos… 

Rune of resilience on deep watch…not sure check photos… 

No idea really. I’m sure the Smith must have got at least something through, we use markers and 

everything to specify what. But I just don’t think much came of whatever it was. Magic has been a bit 

of a right off so far. 

 

Dwarf Shooting: 

The catapult misfires and can’t shoot for the rest of the game, much to the relief of the prairie-

dogging Black Guard who are currently staring it down. 

The Dwarf Warriors with throwing axes are still tied up with the Witch Elf champion so I suppose the 

Forge Wardens couldn’t see anything other than their fellow’s arse-beards.  

 

Dwarf Combat: 

Witch Elf champion challenge! Unfortunately the old girl fails to wound the bulbous bulwark of 

beard and brawn, but takes a wound in return. Down she goes. Sad times. But she had held that unit 
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up and made the Forge Warders check themselves. 

 

Figure 22. The smelliest of the Dwarves counter charge the Executioners. Pile on! 

 

In the multi-unit combat the Executioner Champion challenges which the Deep Watch Warden 

accepts. The elf landed a few telling blows but they were saved by the colossal carriage of the canny 

clansman…Sigh… 

The rest of the executioners swing at the Deep Watch only doing a couple of wounds, both of which 

were saved…Sigher… 

The Spearguards jabbed forth and did a wound but that too was saved…Sighest… 

The Watch Warder swings back in the challenge and kills the Executioner champ dead. Phooey. 

The Dwarf King takes a mighty swig of beer then swings his axe about erratically taking out a single 

Executioner. 

The Dwarf BSB scores a couple of wounds but one is saved. 

The Runesmiths’ retinue swings and must have done a few wounds on the Spearelves. The Smith 

himself wiffs. 

The dwarves win 14-5. Oucheroo. 

The Executioners flee back into the sludgy, slimy depths of Da Drops and begin to sink. The perusing 

Deep Watch lollop for all their might, but just can’t catch them. The Spear Elves flee a whole bunch, 
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right back past the tower. The perusing and quite probably rabid Rune Smith and his frothy warriors 

not even coming close to caching them. 

Luckily both the Elf Sorcerous and BSB didn’t panic. 

 

Figure 23. Fall back! A bunch of armoured beards breaks the Dread Elf line. 
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DREAD ELF TURN 3-Rebuttle rebuke counter attack 
 

Dread Elf Movement: 

The Raptor Chariot passes its Stupidity Test and Nemeroth whooped with glee as he slammed it into 

the flank of the Deep Watch. 

The Black guard charge the throwing axe Warriors who react fire and kill 4 guys. Wow, they may 

have actually lost more guys to throwing axes than to combat. 

The Dread riders take cover from the Forge Wardens behind the hill ready to pop the last wound or 

two off the war machine and net those points. 

 

Figure 24. The Dark Riders play peekaboo with the Dwarven artillery-Conveniently up wind of the Dwarven stink. 

The Raptor Knights, Executioners and Spearelves all rallied in good form and readied themselves for 

a counter offensive. The Executioner’s rallying was huge because they were on half leadership as 

they were so decimated. 

The Elf BSB and Sorceress do some funky rap walking behind the dwarf line out of harm’s way. 
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Figure 25. The Elven Sorceress and BSB elude the rampaging Runesmith and his retinue. 
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Figure 26. The Raptor Chariot crashes into the flank of the Deep Watch. Many Dwarves wee their beards. 

 

Dread Elf Magic: 

8-6. no channels. Very weird. 

Glory or Gift of Gold was just cast on the chariot but got dispelled in short order. 

The Ring of Fiery Hell and Damnation and Other Things Likewise Bad and Scary was directed at the 

war machine finally killing it off but leaving the Dread Riders to skulk on the other side of the hill 

with no beards to scalp. 

The familiar leapt out of the Elven Wizards sleeve and let loose Quick Sliver Lash on the Deep Watch. 

But again, for whatever reason, I have not put the outcome or attribute down. Things happened I’m 

sure. And stuff occurred. And quite possibly junk transpired. I think I can guess what happened, even 

though it’s the Path of Alchemy the Dwarf’s stupid wards saved them. Gash. 
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Dread Elf Shooting: 

And now for, for what I consider anyway, the singularly most interesting and quite possibly the most 

important part especially for the dread elves. Oh and most hilarious at Ulthreds’ expensive: Both 

bolt throwers showered the Forge Wardens with missiles. Lots of missiles. One missed entirely 

however, but the other plipped off 4 Wardens. They took a LD 9 panic test for 25% casualties…and 

failed! Although they were close to their deployment mark they didn’t go off the table, luckily. The 

Dwarven Holds right flank had suddenly blown wide open with no pesky copters to fill it. 

We were all so amazed by this occurrence I completely forgot to take pictures. Apologies. But that 

was mighty fucked up shit. 

 

Dread Elf Combat: 

The Raptor Chariot smashes into the flank of the Deep Watch doing 5 impacts and wounding 3, I 

think the dwarves ward-saved a couple due to the Hold Stone thing therefore can still make wards 

even to a flank or rear. And because Wardens are especially fat and beardy even for dwarves they 

get an improved ward. 

The Knights with lances riding the thing managed to put a guy down. 

The Dwarf King belched loudly and swung with his multi-wound axe, caused only a wound but the 

Chariots’ armour saved it before it could proliferate, lucky. 

The Raptors themselves show everyone up by savaging a couple of guys. Chomp, chomp, chomp. 

The Watchdwarfs then swing and do 3 wounds but the chariot managed to save one. 

The chariot wins 9-8 but the dwarves don’t budge. They’ve literally just got their last orders in and 

are there to stay for the night. 
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Figure 27. Pow! Shredded stunties! 

 

The Black Guard combat gets in full swing. The elf general gets himself in a challenge and does a 

wound to the Dwarf Warrior Champion. However the jammy bastard ward saves it! And I actually 

wrote in my notes after that: mother fucker. How?! 

Frustrating… 

The Black Guard swing with their halberds and do nine wounds but only butchering up 4 after wards. 

They are pretty high AP by the way, I think that’s what the spell augment does too. Jesus Christ, 

that’s a lot of fluky wards. 

The Dwarf Champion swings back at the Elf General but fails to wound the squishy thing prancing 

about in front of him. 

The Dwarf Warriors then set about them doing three wounds to the Black Guard one of which gets 

saved. 
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The Black Guard beat the dwarf warriors 7-6 but they held as well. God damnit.

 

Figure 28. Beards and bits go flying as the Elf general and his body guard set to work. 
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DWARF TURN 4 
By now I think the guys have agreed to make these the last turns because times getting on. We had 

lots to chat about. 

 

Dwarf Movement: 

The Smiths’ Retinue charges into the Elf Spears. 

The Forge Wardens fail to rally and high tail it off the board to go suckle sum pigs. Bahzinga! Pesky, 

shooty know it all beards. They’re just guns attached to beards!...or the other way around. 

 

Dwarf Magic: 

5-4 no channelling. What the hell? 

So, the runes were cast in their usual order:  

Rune of Gleaming on the Smiths’ own Warriors, but it was stopped. 

   Rune of Metal on the same but failed. 

Rune of Resilience, Ulthred threw one dice at it and managed to 33he it. 

Then Nemeroth threw his last dice at it and dispelled it! 

 

Dwarf Combat: 

The two guy’s on top of the chariot only did 1 w due to the ghastly saves of the Deep Watch. 

The Dwarf General whiffed. The harnessed Raptors didn’t keep up their game, did only a wound but 

that got saved. 

The Deep Watch swung back and only did a wound as well but the chariot saved it. 

That combat ended as 5-2 due to the dwarves due to ranks and pushing. The chariot needed a 6 to 

stick and it got it! Plucky spikey bastards. They in it for another round. 

The Spearelves poked and prodded the Dwarf Warriors managing to do a healthy 5 wounds. Only a 

couple were saved and no wards. However, the dwarves then swung back and did 5 with only one 

save being made. 

The dwarves won 9-5. The spears bolted but they got caught by the surprisingly speedy Smiths’ 

Guard. The Smiths’ Guard peruse so far that they are now deep within the enemies deployment 

zone and sitting on a fuck ton of points with no real contesters. They also flew by the Executioners in 
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Da Drops but the moody elves paid them no heed as they poked a dead badger. 

 

Figure 29. Grrrr! Raaaagh! 
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In the Black Guard fight for the tower, the Elven General swings at his challenge and caused a 

resounding 3 wounds. The Dwarven Champion manged to ward one away but he was still dead with 

a pip of overkill. The Tower Guard set to, swiping away 6 wounds only one of which gets warded. 

The Dwarf Warriors go back and do 3 wounds although one of those getting saved. 

The Black Guard win 9-5 but the stunties just won’t feck off! Honestly I ask you. Dwarves these 

days…Just don’t know when to quit. 

 

Figure 30. Dwarf slapping with friends. 
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DREAD ELF TURN 4 
 

Dread Elf Movement: 

The last turn of the battle. Nemeroth just needs a lil’ bit off luck and hang on in there. We titter 

knowingly as he rolls for his raptors knights’ stupidity test…and fails! Bugger. They stumble toward 

the raging Warden combat for which they were destined to flank and end up wandering right into 

the swampy Drops to stare at turds. 

 

Figure 31. Raptors on a poo hunt. 

Meanwhile the executioners hang tough in Da drops and drown kittens. 

The BSB pulls off a damn long charge into the Dwarf Warriors still duking it out with the Elf General 

and Black Guard. 
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Dread Elf Magic: 

8-4. I’m sure someone must have channelled by now. This is damn silly! 

The Dread Elf familiar begins to mention the useage of the Glory of Gold spell but the Runesmith 

instantly cuts her up with a bellow of ‘Dispel Rune!’ 

The Dread Elves then cast Quick Sliver but it gets stopped with the entirety of the Dwarf Dispel pool. 

I’ve just realised that I could have saved myself a whole lot of time doing this report by just saying-

there was no magic in the game. Or simply- 

Dread Elves Magic Phase:  Nothing happened. 

Dwarven Holds Magic Phase: Nothing happened. 

 

Dread Elf Shooting: 

Both Bolt Throwers hit the Smiths’ Guard encroaching on Dread Elf territory in hope of panicking 

them away. They both hit despite one being slightly in the others way. They only did 4 wounds 

between them, 2 got saved somehow and either it wasn’t enough to panic them or they passed. 

Damn good idea though. 

 

Dread Elf Combat: 

The Elven General and newly arrived BSB swing doing 4 wounds all told, but 2 get saved somehow. 

No fucking idea how. 

The Black Guard then swing doing 7 wounds with only 1 save and no wards. Choppy, choppy, 

choppy. 

The Dwarf Warriors go doing just one wound on a Black Guard and it doesn’t get saved. 

The elves win 13-2 and finally break the little bastards. Its auto run and the dwarves run like hell but 

not off the table. The elves need to peruse 6, not only to catch the routing unit but also to get into 

the Dwarven deployment zone and contest the 2nd objective. Poor bastard rolled a 5 for pursuit. 

Couldn’t believe it. That was huge. So huge. Dood. Seriously. Harsh. Nem, I could have wept for ya. 

Over in the Warder combat, the Raptor Chariot jabs off a Deep Watch guy. 

The Dwarf General does a couple of wounds back which don’t get saved then multiplies killing the 

poor brave chariot outright. 

The nearby Raptor Knights are still dithering stupidly in Da Drops so don’t panic and neither do the 

Executioners who are now dunking for turds. 

 

…And we call it there. It getting on for like 11pm and we all have work tomorrow. Poor Nem has to 

drive all the way back to somewhere vague and provincial…so: 
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Figure 32. The Dread Elf elite push back the Dwarf flank just in time....just not back far enough! 
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ROUND UP 
 

Results: 

Seriously…seriously? I think we properly checked and everything… 

Dread Elves: 1550 

Dwarves: 1552 

WTF!? Seriously!? How? What are the chances? What costs 2 points anymore? 

It would have been a 10/10 but because the Dwarves got into the enemy deployment and the Black 

Guard missed it by an inch the beardy fucks got the secondary objective. So it would have been a 

draw if that hadn’t of happened. 

So in the end it was a 13-7 for the beards. 

Wowzers. Climatic. Intense. There was a sort of grind element there, a lot of pushing and shoving 

but no real blood. It wasn’t really drawn out more, just desperate. That’s my initial thoughts off the 

top of my head. 

It was a pretty even terrain. Both forces had a building to guard one flank. And the lobba tower kept 

the attentions of the Grudge Thrower, on the hill opposite, off of the Black Guard. 

Wowzers. Both generals played really well. I feel Nemeroth was more reactionary and tried to do a 

few moves, it was good to see an MSU or MMU moving about. It seamed to me he had the whole 

field covered with something.  

I don’t know how much Ulthred dictated or dominated the field or just felt he had to race his lil’ guys 

as close to the elf territory as possible as early as possible.  

The amount of shooting the dwarves had took both me and Nemeroth by surprise, those throwing 

axes are lethal, especially against small, low Toughness units. 

Not sure what happened with the gyrocopter, I’m used to seeing it play a whole bigger part and 

even surviving until the end. It usually dominates whole swathes of the battlefield. The Dwarf 

advance was quite scary. A solid battle line coming up at an unheard of rate, I guess in retrospect I 

would consider saying Ulthred rushed the fight to his opponents half. 

If I was either player I don’t know what I would have done different. I suppose id warrant The dread 

Elves take a few more bodies to attack with and soak up casualties, but that would totally disrupt the 

kind of game he’s playing. 

If they played the same battle again? 

I’m not sure magic played a part on either side, although the phase was always very engaged and 

quite intense. The Dread elves seemed to have a real tough time getting anything off. And when 

they did the dwarf wards took the brunt of the damage. 

The Smith was getting off runes right left and centre, so I guess dominated the phase. But I’m not 

sure the runes he got off made too much difference. Again, the dwarfs natural toughness, 

resistance, armour and wards served them incredibly well. Grrrrr. 
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I feel with that particular army and fight the Dfread Elves need some magic to go their way. 

Brilliant game. Nerve racking for both players. I suppose their were an equal amount of peaks and 

troughs in luck on both sides. However, I gotta say poor Nemroth really got some wanky luck 

throughout. I think that really did him in. Some really wonky combats. Several points through out we 

were concurring, ‘what the hell. That wouldn’t happen normally.’ Especially for the Dread Elves. But 

then it’s tough to know what you’re up against with Dwarves. They appear so dimunitive. The whole 

army having for all intent and purpose a Ward of 6+ doesn’t sound that bad…but when it’s saving 

and securing a rank of stunties every combat round you gotta ask yourself… 

Both deployed well. Good match ups despite not knowing each other’s faction very well. Both 

reacted well to each other’s threats and didn’t miss a beat. There was quite a contest for the ground 

around the tower. Was good to see. It was very bitter sweet. Heroes and villians were made on that 

killing ground. Fresh Legends now stork the land. 

The Dwarfs took quite a few risks which I’m not used to seeing. Maybe I’m over thinking it or under 

estimating dwarves…which I don’t usually. So, opening your rear up to a chariot charge or a Dread 

Rider charge. Typical dwarf stoicism, just shrug off the bad news and get to where they need to be. I 

don’t think Ulthred would have risked it if they weren’t Deep Watch with and oath stone. But that 

doesn’t explain the Dwarf throwing axe guys about turning. Maybe they had no other alternative 

and had to decide the bigger, possibly inevitable, threat. 

Probably lots more to comment on once I’ve organised the pics. Mind you I’m editing this for the 3rd 

time and I’ve probably spent far too long on it already. By the way you will probably find whole 

swathes of unfinished notes in here. Time is not on my side. 

I forgot to ask the guys who they considered man of the match for their side. Furthermore, I wanted 

them to Name and Shame 40heir units. Give ‘em a nick name or title to do with their performance. 

Or lack of performance. 

Left to me, for I was a neutral spectator lucky enough to be able to witness such a crazy, desperate 

clash…For the Dread Elves I guess I’d have to say it was the… I was going to credit Black Guard and 

Elven General for chewing through those Dwarf Warriors so quickly and saying ‘Pah, to hell with your 

war of attrition’. Then making a mad dash to the enemy zone. 

But no, I have to give it to the Bolt Throwers. They worked competently as a team, and focusing on a 

list of priotrity targets, di what they were there to do. Skewer beards. They took down the dreaded 

gyrocopter and panicked the Forge Wardens off the field. Furthermore, right at the last moment 

before games-end they had the good sense to send everything they had at the Rune Smiths’ Retinue 

encroaching into/ on their territory. Sadly, the Goddess of Luck was busy playing cribbage at the 

time and wasn’t paying any attention at all. 

For the Dwarven Holds I’d have to go with the Rune Smith and his Warriors, the Smiths’ Guard. The 

Smith Army Knife. He kept an irresistible cap on the Elf magics whilst still keeping the line moving 

and well buffed. They pretty much held the centre for the dwarf line and got stuck into the nastiest 

combats straight away. But more importantly the fact that they somehow managed to make it into 

the enemies’ deployment at the end of the game securing the secondary objective. 

Nemeroth’s a great feller, a most worthy and fun opponent. Great gamesmanship/ sportsmanship. 

We had loads in common, his painting is exquisite. He made me realise even with my beasties who I 

consider to have produced quite admirably, I’m still a really lazy painter, especially when it comes to 

high lights. His are so pronounced and precise whilst still being perfectly blended in. really engaging 
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colour scheme succinct throughout with little spots of entertaining perky reds breaking up the 

solemn brooding greens, blues and purples. Great skin tone work as well. Good blending. I suck. 

 

Next game he’s up against my beasties, hopefully. He’s kind of inspired me to try and take on a 

medium/ manoeuvrable small unit approach with my hairy renegades…but we’ll see. I like bodies. 

Lots of bodies. Lots of bodies with big axes and bad attitudes. Lots of bodies with big axes, bad 

attitudes and no concept of personal hygiene. Watch this space. 

 

Figure 33. Ulthred employs a finger to show Nemeroth where some Dwarves are. 

Ulthreds’ brow furrowed. Grinding his teeth he stomped over to what appeared to be the pile of 

stolen beer casks ‘abandoned’ by the Orc tower. He had already realised what was going on here. But 

all too late. The Dread Elves had arrived out of the blue and were staring him down. He was forced to 

change tact and react to the threat. Presumably the Dread Elves were after the same thing but 

probably none the wiser. 
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The Greenskin filth on the peripheries and hills surrounding the abandoned, sunken camp were 

hollering and taunting the Dwarfish survivors whilst sloshing back tankards of ale as if it were a 

festival. Ulthreds’ beard bristled at the thought of what it was they must be drinking. His knuckles 

cracked abhorrently as he gripped the shaft of his ancient family Runeaz hard. 

He ripped off a loose label from one of the disparagingly well-worn and battered barrels. Beneath the 

reasonably kempt Grizzly Badger, Guild-Approved label he found crude Greenskin glyphs daubed, 

probably denoting the potency of the ungodly gutrot stored within them previously. Rage got the 

better of him and he brought his prized heirloom crashing through the pile. There wasn’t a drop to be 

had from any of them. 

Ulthred howled at the newly arrived moon and cursed every vile thing under the shadow of his 

mountain Hold. He’d been set up. Lock stock and barrel. 

FINN 


